The webinar will start soon.
We start at 09:45 a.m. with a sound test.
BRIDGE2HE

A TRANSITION FROM H2020 TO HE FOR NCPs

- Please make sure that your microphone is muted during the whole webinar.
- Please do not activate your camera, as it may make some functions non-useable.
- You may use the chat function, if you have questions at any time. They will be answered during the Q&A session.
BRIDGE2HE: A transition from H2020 to HE for NCPs

“Integrating the Social Sciences and Humanities in Horizon Europe – Opportunities for SSH Cooperation in the new EU Framework Programme”

Online Info session – 26 May 2021, 10:00-12:00 CET
Bridge2HE - what is it about?

Bridge2HE is the follow-up project to the NCP Academy and is intended as a bridge project to ensure the transfer of NCP project networks from Horizon 2020 to HE.

Targets:

- Maintain continuity with current NCP structures and network coordination.
- Integration of NCP networks under a common HE NCP portal
BRIDGE2HE - WHAT IS IT ABOUT?

- Trainings for NCPs
- Development and provision of materials and service concepts for NCP work
- Support for applicants, brokerage events
- Optimisation and adaptation of NCP networks to HEU
UPCOMING EVENTS - SAVE THE DATE

- Digital tools for NCPs
  28th July, 10:00-12:00 (CEST)

Visit our NCP Academy at the new NCP Portal!
horizoneuropencppportal.eu
BRIDGE2HE
with NCPs

Contact: Maria del Carmen Bello Merino - mc.bello@isciii.es